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Recently I visited Massachusset General Hospital (MGH) in Boston, USA. It is surely a place that has to 
be visited by every person; medical service at its best, customer service at its best, coordination between 
departments at its best, etc. I was amazed during my visit by the perfection of every step. That let me 
reflect on the operation of Visique OptOmetrists. I am daily worried to bring to our customers the 
best optical solutions, the latest technology, the unmatchable customer service & the relaxed & enjoyable 
experience in our boutiques. 

We have lots of news to announce at Visique. We had launched new elite & high quality optical 
brands as Marco Polo with their office style & top quality, Prodesign, titanium frames with very modern 
fashion that had won multiple awards, Humphreys, a colorful & vibrant brand. In the ophthalmic lenses, 
we just launched the Super Blue Coat that is a must now for our clients who spend most of their days 
in front of a computer, the office lens, for the active presbyopes who require different depth of field & 
lastly the new progressive lens design with wider visual field & less aberration at the periphery. As for 
the contact lens department, we have new progressive contact lenses, daily & monthly, & what I call as 
a miracle lens, the “scleral” lens that is correcting lots of corneal problems we were not able to solve 
before. Moreover, we just launched the hybrid contact lenses for astigmatism & corneal distortion the 
“Duette” & “Ultrahealth”.

Today & more than ever, I am very keen to continue bringing the latest news to our 
customers. My visit to MGH reminded me that it is a must to be up-to-date at all 
times. Visique OptOmetrists is & will be at all times your trusted optical boutique 
for you and your loved ones. 

The difference between ordinary & extraordinary is the hard work we are 
doing to keep up to the expectation of our dear customers. Visique portfolio 
is growing day after day. Our next target is PRESIDENT BARACK OBAMA!
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When you develop presbyopia, you usually wear reading glasses 
either alone or over single vision contact lenses corrected for distance 
vision. The other alternative you might have is monocular vision with 
your contact lenses. However, all the above options are not practical 
and sometimes depressive solutions.
The best solution to correct your presbyopia is with multifocal contact 
lenses that are convenient for an active lifestyle. 

BiOfinity muLtifOCaL delivers exceptional vision at all distances while maintaining a comfort all day 
long. The lenses offer two lens designs, a D and an N lens, each available in multiple add powers. 
More importantly, the BiOfinity muLtifOCaL contact lens is manufactured in a silicone hydrogel 
material that creates a naturally hydrophilic lens that locks water within the lens, minimizing dehydration. 
The lens stays moist without the need of wetting agents. The high wettability of the lens surface resists 
deposits for less build-up and increases comfort though providing the high levels of moisture needed for 
eyes with age-related dryness. 

We are very happy to add to our award winning collections 
a new line of optical frame, the prODesiGn from Denmark.  

prODesiGn strategy is to balance 
classic and clean with bold and bright to continuously keep 
classic styles updated. Mr. ALLAN RASMUSSEN, the Creative 
Director and Designer of prODesiGn, is graduated from the 
Aarhus school of architecture with a degree in Industrial design. 
His important aim as a Scandinavian is to make 
high quality design. Mr. Rasmussen’s philosophy is 
to make frames not only beautiful to look at, 
but also innovative in terms of function and materials. 
prODesiGn had won multiple awards due 
the mix of quality and fashion!

BIOfINITy MULTIfOCAL

PEODESIGN DENMARK

It gives us a great pleasure to receive an acknowledgement letter from mr. imad Baalbaki, the associate 
Vice President for Development at the american university of Beirut (auB). 
Visique had offered the ophthalmology department at AUB a complete set of visual aids instruments 
from esCHenBaCH, Germany.

esCHenBaCH uses its proven expertise and ability to manufacture state-of-the-art magnifiers and 
magnifying readers using technologically complex production processes, ensuring customers satisfaction 
and making the lives of those affected by impaired vision a great deal.  

esCHenBaCH, one of the leading suppliers 
of optical products, has been known since 
long time with its continuous creativity. 
Almost with 100 years of expertise, 
esCHenBaCH brings a perfect combination 
of values with leading edge technology 
and a focus on innovation and progress.  
esCHenBaCH just launched recently new 
visual aids instruments, the smartLuX, that 
are an indispensable help for the low vision
customers. 

smartLuX is an elegant magnifier for brilliant 
vision. smartLuX is a 5” LCD that gives extra 
field of view due to the non-reflective screen. The 
LCD light can be dimmed in case of a high level 
of glare sensitivity. The smartLuX comes with 5 
viewing modes: True color, white/black, black/
white, black/yellow and yellow/black for better 
contrast. It has an incremental magnification 
from 1.7 to 12 X depending on the use. Its 
stand can be adjusted for 3 different uses: stand 
fully retracted for hand-held use, stand fully 
extended for placing on reading material and 
partially extended for writing or working hands 
free under the display.

ESCHENBACH at the AMERICAN UNIVERSITy Of BEIRUT

ESCHENBACH low vision aids. Better vision. Better life. 

A New Contact Lens for Presbyopic Patients 

...A Frame with Attitude 

“Clean Danish design is 
the basis of PRODESIGN 
eyewear but with a twist 
of something surprising... 
Something unexpected.”

“The New BIOFINITY MULTIFOCAL 
is everything you expect

in a multifocal contact lens.”

“Moreover, the lens has a high oxygen transmissibility makes 
continuous wear for up to 29 nights.”



maui Jim, the premium polarized sunglasses company has earned 
the Seal of Recommendation from The Skin Cancer Foundation. 
maui Jim is one of three sunglasses manufacturers to have earned 
the seal, which is a symbol of safe and protective sun protection. 
The Skin Cancer Foundation’s Seal of Recommendation is granted to sun 
protection products that have been reviewed by and meet the specific criteria 
of an independent Photobiology Committee (experts in the study 
of the interaction of ultraviolet light and the skin). In order for sunglasses 
to earn the Seal of Recommendation, they must filter out at least 99% of 
ultraviolet A (UVA) and ultraviolet B (UVB) radiation. 

         

All maui Jim sunglasses are able to meet the stringent requirements of 
The Skin Cancer Foundation because the company’s PolarizedPlus2® 
lens technology uses up to nine layers of protection on both sides of 
each lens to eliminate 100 percent of UVA and UVB rays and 99.9 
percent of glare from above, below and behind each lens. 

maui Jim has been voted favorite sunglasses company and best sunglasses by optical 
retailers and many of the top health, fitness and outdoor sports media around the world.
For more information, visit our boutiques to view the newest 2014 maui Jim Collection.

MAUI JIM receives
THE SKIN CANCER FOUNDATION’S SEAL OF RECOMMENDATION

“The Seal of Recommendation is a symbol of safe and effective sun protection that is 
recognized by consumers worldwide. One of the first programs offered by the Foundation, 
it quickly gained acceptance from consumers for setting the standard for effective sun 
protection. MAUI JIM received our Seal because all of their sunglasses exceed our 
requirements and protect against 100 percent of UVA and UVB rays.”

perry robins, mD - President of The Skin Cancer Foundation

“Eliminating the effects of damaging sun rays can help reduce the chances of contracting 
a range of eye and eyelid cancers and other damaging eye conditions from cataracts and 
macular degeneration. However, some simple protective strategies practiced daily can help 
keep our eyes and the sensitive skin around them healthy throughout our lives.”

Jay Black Vice President of Global Marketing at Maui Jim

Visique is not anymore a commercial entity. We had become an 
optical boutique that provides the most professional optical service to the 
community while assuming our social responsibility. For the 2nd year, 
Visique has the pleasure to be part of Children Cancer Center activities. 
In the last 2 years, we had participated in their “12 Days of Love” and 
Christmas Program where we offered percentage of money to the center 
with each sale transaction. You never know, maybe we had already 
saved a Child’s Life!!

Winston Churchill

“We make a living by what we get. We make a life by what we give.”

ASHRAFIEH - T +961 1 333224 
St Nicolas street, facing Sofil Garden

Facebook.com/visiqueoptometrists

NACCACHE - T +961 4 524331 
Antelias-Dbayeh old road, near AGBU Demirdjian Center


